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Abstract. In this review, we consider structure and properties of pseudo-graphenes – graphene-like crystals
with high density of non-hexagonal (defective or improper) carbon atomic rings. As an introduction, graphene
and its properties are briefly described and disclination defects in graphene are considered. Then, numerous
articles presenting graphene allotropes and carbon allotropes are analyzed. As a result, a term pseudographene for description of materials with high density of improper carbon atomic rings arranged periodically
is proposed and a unified classification of pseudo-graphenes regarding the materials from available articles is
suggested. The materials chart is created based on proposed classification and materials properties. In this
chart, two categories are reviewed separately: sp2 pseudo-graphenes and non-sp2 pseudo-graphenes. The
analyzed materials are subdivided into semiconductors, metals, semimetals, and superconductors.

1. INTRODUCTION

tion, in which three valence electrons form covalent
bonds between carbon atoms in the plane, which form a
Carbon is capable to form many allotropes – solids made
hexagonal lattice. The remaining electron is in a free
of the same chemical element, different in atomic arrangestate. The described structure leads to anisotropy of
ment of this element. Several widely known carbon alloproperties in graphite for directions parallel or perpentropes are: diamond – the hardest natural material [1];
dicular to the atomic layers [8]. If we take one isolated
graphite, which has a wide variety of usage (for examatomic layer of graphite, then we get graphene – twople, as a dry lubricant [2] and an electric conductor [3]),
dimensional atomic pattern with hexagonal carbon rings,
fullerenes that can be used in creation of optical dein which sp 2- hybridization is also realized [10].
vices [4], carbon nanotubes [5], which, have promising
Nanotubes [5,11] and fullerenes [4,12] also possess sp2applications in biomedicine [6], and graphene– material
hybridization. In addition, cases are possible when sevthat can be used in electronics [7].
eral types of bond hybridization are observed in a sinDepending on the internal atomic arrangement, these
gle carbon allotrope [13,14].
allotropes can demonstrate different behavior of elecGraphene is a two-dimensional carbon allotrope,
trons of the outer electron shells that are responsible
which has a variety of promising application properties:
for bonding of carbon atoms [8]. It is known that a carit has remarkable electronic characteristics [10,15,16],
bon atom has 4 valence electrons. Interatomic bond “carthermal conductivity [17-19] and a unique set of mebon-carbon” (C – C) can be sp1-, sp2- or even sp3-hychanical characteristics [20]. Its successful synthesis
bridized. For example, diamond has a face centered cu[21] attracted great attention and marked an active growth
bic crystal lattice, where all atoms are connected by sp3
of interest in the study of two-dimensional crystals.
bonds.In this case, all four valence electrons participate
The physical and mechanical properties of graphene
in forming strong covalent bonds with neighboring atcan be controlled by external influences: mechanical [22],
oms. This is what allows a diamond to be one of the
electrical [23], magnetic [24], and / or by changing the
most durable materials [9]. Graphite has sp2-hybridizalocal crystalline perfection of graphene [25-28]. For exCorresponding author: M.A. Rozhkov, e-mail: marozhkov@itmo.ru
© ITMO University, 2020
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a)

b)

Fig. 1 – Procedure for wedge disclination formation in graphene crystals: a) for a positive wedge disclination with a
strength of  = + /3; b) for a negative wedge disclination with a strength of  = -/3; positive and negative
disclinations are designated with black and white triangles, respectively.

ample, calculations of the electronic band structure of
graphene show that tensile deformation allows one to
obtain a band gap that is absent for graphene in its
natural state [22]. Graphene lattice defects, in turn, alter
the mechanical properties (that is analogous to the effects observed in the conventional three-dimensional
crystals) [25,26], promoting at the same time an increase
in electrical conductivity [27] and thermal conductivity
of graphene [25,28]. In a graphene crystal, embedded
carbon atoms or vacancies that “capture” or rearrange
interatomic bonds [29] lead to the appearance of carbon
rings with locally broken axial hexagonal symmetry –
improper rings [29-31]. Improper rings, as well as their
ensembles, which form grain boundaries and interfaces
between neighboring graphene crystallites [27,32], can
be considered as disclination defects. Carbon rings in
the form of squares, pentagons, heptagons, and octagons are then associated with cores of wedge
disclinations with a strength (charge) +2/3, +/3, -/3
and -2/3, respectively [33-35].
There are numerous studies where two-dimensional
carbon crystals, different from graphene, are investigated [36-39]. In such crystal one can observe high density of carbon atomic rings with defects, organized in
periodic manner. These crystals are commonly called as
graphene allotropes [40,41] and carbon allotropes
[42,43]. However, no one has suggested a unified nomenclature for such materials yet. We propose to allocate to them a special term – pseudo-graphene, which
we have introduced earlier, see, for example, Refs.
[35,44,45].

Pseudo-graphene is a two-dimensional carbon crystal consisting mainly of improper (non-hexagonal) carbon rings, which are arranged according to a periodic
law. One of the first mentions of two-dimensional carbon crystals dates back to 1987 [36], long before the
experimental synthesis of pure graphene. In Ref. [36]
several examples of pseudo-graphenes were given,
which were called graphynes. Based on a defect structure, pseudo-graphene can possess various properties
different from pristine graphene[46]. For example, a
pseudo-graphene can be a semimetal [47] or a semiconductor[48] with great usage potential [42], or it can be
highly thermal resistant [41],or possess enhanced mechanical characteristics [49].
The aim of this review is to analyze the current state
of art of pseudo-graphene research. We start with the
review of graphene lattice defects in Section 2 and modern methods of materials modeling in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the information on available pseudographene studies to establish a classification of the
graphene-like materials and to look for any possible
consistent patterns within the classification. In Section
5, we discuss the results we reviewed in Section 4. And
finally, in Section 6 we arrive to conclusions regarding
the entire article.

2. DISCLINATION DEFECTS IN
GRAPHENE
It is convenient to describe structural defects in
graphene by accounting for the change in the local sym-
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where i is the strength (charge) and ri is the radius
vector of the i-the disclination position in the ensemble,
respectively.
The total energy of the disclination ensemble is the
s
sum of the self-energies of disclinations E k and the enpair
ergies of their pair interactions Eij :
Fig. 2 – Schematics for calculating the energy of a
disclination ensemble in an elastic disk of radius R. White
and black triangles designate negative and positive
disclinations, respectively; i and j indicates to
disclination strengths.

metry of carbon rings in its two-dimensional hexagonal
lattice, i.e. by the relating the defects to carbon rings
with a symmetry different from the 6-th fold symmetry,
see Fig. 1. The presence of improper carbon rings is
unambiguously associated with defects of the rotational
type – wedge disclinations [50]. An isolated 5-member
carbon ring (Fig. 1b) is associated with a wedge
disclination with a strength (charge)  = +/3, and a
7-member ring (Fig. 1b) – with a disclination with a
strength  = -/3. Similarly, wedge disclinations of higher
strengths can be obtained. Defects of this type can be
designated by the number of atoms in the improper rings,
for example, defect 5-7 is a configuration of 5- and 7member rings being in direct contact.
Any structural defect in graphene can be described
using disclinations if sp2 hybridization is preserved. For
example, the 5-8-5 defect is a configuration of three
disclinations: two positive and one negative disclinations. In the same time, this configuration can be
considered as divacancy or as a dislocation dipole [35].
To estimate the energy of graphene crystals with
isolated disclinated carbon rings or with their ensembles, and pseudo-graphenes consisting of periodic
distributions of such rings, one can utilize the formulas
given by the theory of elastic continuum with disclinations. It is known that the energy of a single wedge
disclination in an elastic disk is proportional to the square
of its radius [51,52]. This means that radius R serves as
the external screening parameter. From the point of view
of its energy, disclination can exist either in a limited in
size solids, e.g., nano-objects, or in vicinity the body
boundary, or in a self-screened ensemble of disclinations
of opposite sign [51,52].
In a flat crystal, the condition for self-screening of a
disclination configuration is its zero total charge and
dipole moment:
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To calculate the energies included in the sum (3), it
is convenient to use the formulas for the disclination
energy and the energy of disclination pair interaction in
an elastic disk, see Fig. 2, [52,53]:
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where G is the shear modulus of graphene (note that
graphene is elastically isotropic material);  is its
Poisson’s ratio; i is the charge of the i-th disclination;
R is the radius of the disc; R i is the distance of
disclination to the center of the disc. ij is the angle
between the radial directions for the i-th and j-th
disclinations.
Improper carbon rings in flat crystals other than
those having sp2 hybridization of carbon atom bonds
cannot be modeled in this way. This is due to the fact
that the “original” defect-free lattice should demonstrate
the same type of hybridization as the defective one to
operate with effective elastic properties of graphene. In
this case, the introduction of disclinations will occur in
a flat carbon crystal that is not graphene. And since the
“initial” crystal lattice is unknown, it will be impossible
to reveal the disclination structure.
A theoretical analysis of the crystal lattice of flat
carbon crystals with sp2-hybridization makes it possible to visually reveal the disclination structure and carry
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out analytical calculations of strain and stress maps in
the crystal, as well as estimate the energy of defects.
Ref. [44] considers the application of disclination approach to graphene with defects, where a comparison
has been made between the calculations obtained analytically and by the molecular dynamics method for a
limited number of pseudo-graphene configurations. The
effect of the density of defects and ensembles of defects on the final energy of the crystal has been demonstrated. In Ref. [54], using analytical formulas, energies
and strain maps of interfaces in graphene have been
found.

3. APPROACHES TO MODELING
CARBON ALLOTROPES AND
GRAPHENE CRYSTALS WITH
DEFECTS
In most cases, the density functional theory [55] is used
to study the properties of pseudo-graphenes. This
method is based on the fact that the most important
properties of a system of interacting particles can be
expressed using the electron density functional. Calculations are often done in VASP [56] or Quantum Espresso
[57] software packages. In addition, various types of
functionals are used for calculations, such as, for example, Perdew - Burke - Ernzerhofone [58]. The authors of
Ref. [59] investigated the effect of deformation of
graphene on its electronic band structure. The simulation was carried out using the Perdew-Wang (PW91)
functional in the VASP software package. The applied
method allows not only to optimize the geometry of the
crystal by minimizing the potential energy, but also to
calculate the physical properties of the material: electronic structure [59], elastic constants [60], and electronic characteristics [61]. The main limitation of this
method is the requirement for computational resources.
The method of molecular dynamics allows one to
carry out atomistic modeling of crystals using the laws
of classical physics as a basis, representing atoms in
the form of material points. This method makes it possible to trace the dynamics of changes in the crystal structure in time, while spending much less computer time
compared to the density functional theory approach. In
addition to optimizing the geometry of the crystal lattice, it is possible to calculate elastic constants, find
mechanical stresses, elastic strains, and temperature
fields, as well as observe physical processes over time,
for example, analyzing mechanical loading of a crystal
and the corresponding tension diagram. To correctly
conclude on the geometry of the lattice and the physical properties of crystals, it is important to choose properly the interatomic interaction potential, which describes the nature of the interaction between atoms in

the crystal. For carbon materials, the most widespread
potentials are AIREBO [62], Tersoff [63] and REAXFF
[64]. One of the most commonly used molecular dynamics software packages is LAMMPS [65]. Each potential
has its own areas of application, and this must be considered before starting the simulation. Ref. [66] presents
the results of molecular dynamics simulation of the energy of point and linear defects in graphene, its elastic
constants, as well as theoretical strength and critical
strain. To obtain these results, the AIREBO potential
was used, which gives good agreement between the
results for graphene. However, to model pseudographenes, it is necessary to select the interatomic interaction potential more carefully, as it is discussed in
Ref. [67].

4. PSEUDO-GRAPHENES
4.1. Classification of pseudo-graphenes
In this section we propose a classification for all existing in models pseudo-graphene crystals. According to
the information in analyzed articles, one can separate
pseudo-graphenes basing on several characteristics:
- Form factor. While several materials listed below in
this review possess non-monotonous structure (materials are composed with several types of carbon rings –
like cyclicgraphene [68] (3 and 12 atom rings) and
graphyne [36] (6 and 12 atom rings), there are materials
which have single typed atom ring in their structure –
the examples are pentagraphyne [42] (15 atom ring), PCFgraphene [48] (10 atom ring), and -graphyne [69] (18
atom ring). Graphene itself is a material which can be put
into the second group.
Several pseudo-graphene crystals can be characterized as graphene-like, possessing hexagonal carbon
rings within their structure.
- Electronic structure type. Within reviewed materials
list, we can select ones with properties of a semiconductor, semimetal, metal, and superconductor (a single
material – T-graphene[70]).
- Hybridization. Depending on interatomic bonds, all
modeled pseudo-graphenes can be divided into
“pure”sp2-materials (like C65-sheet [71] and -graphene
[72]) and non-sp2-materials (like penta-graphene [43] and
R-graphyne [73]).
In addition, there is a separate group of pseudographenes, which properties are waiting for to be investigated in the future. Their further classification will be
possible with the discovery of their characteristics.
Among the reviewed articles, we have found several pseudo-graphene crystals, which consist of two
atomic layers [48,74-76]. These materials are semiconductors, which coincides with the presence of a band
gap in bilayer graphene [77]. We did not consider this
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

Fig. 3 – Pseudo-graphene crystals: a) cyclicgraphene reported in [69] (C312-sheet [37]),b) C65-sheet reported in [71],
c) C63-sheet, d) C31-sheet reported in [71], e) C41-sheet reported in [71], f) pentaheptite reported in [78] (M-graphene
[79], haeckelite [39], PeHe-B [80]),g) C48-sheet reported in [37] (T-graphene [70],octagraphene [81]), h) PO-graphene
reported in [82]. Red rhombs or rectangles mark the borders of the primitive cells in pseudo-graphene crystal lattice.
type of crystals in this review, focusing only on singlelayer carbon crystals.

4.2. Sp2 pseudo-graphenes and their
properties
For sp2-hybridized pseudo-graphenes, quite a lot of of
materials was theoretically investigated and, based on
the data presented in the articles, we created a materials
chart, splitting them on electronic band structure basis.

4.2.1. Pseudo-graphene crystals with
metallic electronic band structure
In Fig. 3, metallic pseudo-graphenes, i.e. two-dimensional
configurations of carbon atoms demonstrating properties of metals, with two types of carbon rings are shown.
Pentaheptite [78] is a metallic material that was predicted in 1996. At that time, only lattice structure and
thermal stability were investigated and later, in 2011 [37]
and 2014 [83], its electronic band structure was analyzed.
In 2020, M-graphene was described by another research
team [79], and this material appears to be the same as
pentaheptite. In 2018, pseudo-graphene crystal 5-7B was
investigated in Ref. [45], which is identical to
pentaheptite. The band structure of this crystal has been
revealed, and the effect of the density of defects of this
kind (5- and 7-member rings) on the band structure was

investigated. Hexagonal carbon rings were embedded
in the crystal lattice of pseudographene 5-7B. Thus, instead of a tight contact of defect rings, they were separated by one or more hexagonal rings, thus reducing the
density of defects in the crystal. This led to a change in
the band structure: the Dirac cone disappeared and the
valence and conduction bands overlap. If, instead of
individual improper rings, the density of ensembles of
four such rings (defect 7-55-7) was changed, this led to
a displacement of the Dirac cone below the Fermi level
by a value of about 0.25 eV.
Later in 2013, researchers modelled cyclicgraphene
[68] and calculated its electronic and mechanical characteristics, for example Young’s modulus was found as
198.9±1.0 GPa and Poisson’s ratio – as 0.457±0.01, ultimate tensile strength (UTS) – as 13.7 GPa, and shear
module – as 47.5±1.3 GPa. Its predecessor, C312-sheet,
was described in 2011 in Ref. [37] with electronic band
structure calculation only.
At the same year, in Ref. [71] four new metallic materials were discovered: C65-sheet, C63-sheet, C31-sheet,
and C41-sheet. For these materials,their electronic band
structure has been also predicted. However, the mechanical properties for listed materials were discussed
neither in Ref. [72] nor in other studies.
In 2011, in Ref. [37], C48-sheet was described as a
metallic material. In 2012 [81], 2013 [84], and 2015 [80],
identical material, octagraphene was investigated, and
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 4–Pseudo-graphene crystals:a) -graphene reported in [72], b) tilene reported in [86], c) reported in flakene [86].
Red rectangle, square, or rhomb mark the borders of the primitive cells in pseudo-graphene crystal lattice.
in 2017 [70] and 2019 [85], the same material known as Tgraphene was introduced. According to these studies,
the material Poisson’s ratio is 0.24 (in T-graphene research [70]) and 0.13 (in octagrapehene research [81])
and Young’s module is 900.5 GPa [81]. In Ref. [85]
octagraphene was recognized as a semiconductor with
band gap -4.03 eV and UTS 101.18 GPa, and T-graphene
was identified as a superconductor at 20.8 K.
Octagraphene remains stable below 500 K (by this, a
thermal stability of the crystal lattice is meant).
Little is known about PO-graphene [82] that was discovered in 2012. This material is viewed as sp2-hybridized metal and its characteristics are to be described in
more details.
In Fig.4, metallic materials with three types of carbon rings are presented.
In 2017, researchers predicted -graphene [72] - a
metal pseudo-graphene with Young’s module of 833.79
GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.275. This material is predicted to remain stable below 1000 K. Later in 2019, in
Ref. [86] – tilene and flakene were described as metals
thermal stability up to 500 K. Tilene’s Young’s module
and Poisson’s ratio are 0.235 TPa and 0.607, respectively,
and UTS is 44.8 GPa. Flakene’s Young’s module and
Poisson’s ratio are 0.115 TPa and 0.746, respectively,
and UTS is 23.6 GPa.

4.2.2. Pseudo-graphene crystals with
semiconductor electronic band
structure
In Fig.5, semiconducting sp2 pseudo-graphene crystals are presented.

In 2020, C3-8 [47] was modelled as a semiconducting
pseudo-graphene with a band gap of 1.04 eV,which material structure remains stable below 1799 K.
In 2011, both haeckelite-like [37] and C4612-sheet
[37] (also known as cyclotrimerizatedgraphyne [36]) were
discovered by several research teams. These materials
are expected to have band gap values of 0.76 and 1.14
eV, respectively. Their thermal and mechanical characteristics were not predicted.
In Ref. [86], where two metallic materials were predicted– tilene and flakene – two more materials were
described as semiconductors – liskene and liskenedaughter.
Liskene posess band gap of 0.36 eV. It remains stable below 500 K; its Young’s module is 0.412 TPa and
Poisson’s ratio is 0.51. Its UTS is 63.2 GPa.
Liskene-daughter material has a band gap of 0.46 eV,
remaining stable below the same temperature as liskene.
Its Young’s module and Poisson’s ratio are 0.278 TPa
and 0.52. Its UTS is 27.8 GPa

4.2.3. Pseudo-graphene crystals with
semi-metal electronic band
structure
In Fig.6, semi-metallic sp2 materials are presented.
Little is known about S-graphene[87], which was
discovered at 2014. It has no predicted values to present
other than its electronic band structure. A year later after the discovery of S-graphene, phagraphene[40] was
advanced. It remains stable at temperatures below 1000
K. Phagraphene mechanical characteristics were calculated a year later in Refs. [88] and [89]. Phagraphene
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Fig. 5. Pseudo-graphene crystals: a) C3-8 reported in [47], b) haeckelite-like reported in [37], c) C4612-sheet reported
in [37] (cyclotrimerizatedgraphyne[30]), d) liskene [86], e) liskene-daughter reported in [86]. Red rhombs or squares
mark the borders of the primitive cells in pseudo-graphene crystal lattice.
a)

b)

d)

e)

c)

f)

Fig. 6. Pseudo-graphene crystals: a) S-graphene reported in [87], b) phagraphene reported in [40], c) C4-10-I reported
in [47], d) C4-10-II reported in [47], e) C3-9-R reported in [47], f) C3-11 reported in [47]. Red rectangles or rhombs mark
the borders of the primitive cells in pseudo-graphene crystal lattice.
Young’s module is expected to be 960 ± 20 GPa [88]; its
Poisson’s ratio is 0.255 and its UTS is 24.8 GPa[88] (132
± 3 GPa [89]).
In 2020, in Ref.[47], C4-10-I, C4-10-II, C3-9-R and C311 were modelled as a semi-metallic pseudo-graphenes
with thermal stability up to 1628 K, 1558 K, 1559 K, and
1192K. Their mechanical properties are to be analyzed.
In addition, the phonon spectra of these crystals and
the dependenced of free energy per atom as a function
of temperature were plotted in Ref. [47].

4.2.4. Remaining sp2 pseudo-graphene
crystals
In Figs. 7 and 8, pseudo-graphene crystals with yet unspecified properties are displayed. This set of sp2
pseudo-graphenes was only proposed in terms of crystal lattice geometry. Neither their electronic band structure, nor their mechanical characteristics have been researched yet. They are expected to be structurally stable, and thus they are listed in our review.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 7. Pseudo-graphene crystals: a) pentaheptite v2 reported in [37,90] (PeHe-A [80]), b) hexagonal haeckelite
reported in [39], c) oblique haeckelite reported in [39], d) net-W reported in [87]. Red rectangles mark the borders of
the primitive cells in pseudo-graphene crystal lattice.
b)

a)

d)

c)

e)

Fig. 8. Pseudo-graphene crystals: a) PGC 7-4-7A reported in [35], b) PGC 7-4-7B reported in [35], c) PGC 5-8-5A
reported in [35], d) PGC 5-8-5B reported in [35], e) PGC 5-8-5C reported in [35]. Red rectangles or rhombs mark the
borders of the primitive cells in pseudo-graphene crystal lattice.

4.3. Non-sp2pseudo-graphenes and their
properties

4.3.1. Pseudo-graphene crystals with
metallic electronic band structure

As for sp2-hybridized pseudo-graphenes, we can develop the same type of chart for non-sp2-materials.
In this section, only three materials are presented
(see Fig. 9), and there were no attempts to study their
mechanical properties.
According to Ref. [37], C14-sheet (also known as
14,14,14-graphyne [36]) is a sp2-sp1 metal. Its thermal
and mechanical properties are to be analyzed. The same
applies to squarographene from mentioned Ref. [37],
which is sp2-sp3 metal without calculated properties.

Fortunately, there is one material with calculated thermal characteristics:R-graphyne, discovered in Ref.[73].
It is a sp2-sp1 material, which remains stable up to 500 K.
In Fig. 10, non-sp2 pseudo-graphene crystals with
semiconductor electronic band structure are displayed.
In 2020, pentagraphyne [42] was described as a sp1sp2-sp3 semiconducting material with a band gap value
of 0.977 eV and thermal stability up to 1000K. Its Young’s
module and Poisson’s ratio are 53.59 GPa and 0.47, respectively. Similar material, penta-graphene, was investigated in 2014 [43]. It is a sp2-sp3 pseudo-graphene with
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 9. Pseudo-graphene crystals: a) C14-sheet reported in [37] (14,14,14-graphyne [36]), b) squarographene reported in [37], c) R-graphyne reported in [73]. Red rhombs or squares mark the borders of the primitive cells in
pseudo-graphene crystal lattice.
a)

d)

b)

c)

e)

f)

Fig. 10. Pseudo-graphene crystals: a) pentagraphyne reported in [42], b) penta-graphene reported in [43], c) graphyne
reported in [36] (-graphyne [69]), d) graphdiyne reported in [91], e) tetrahexcarbon reported in [46] (squarographene
[37]), f) Me-graphene reported in [41] (C568-sheet [92]). Red rhombs, squares, or rectangle mark the borders of the
primitive cells in pseudo-graphene crystal lattice.
band gap of 3.25 eV. It remains stable below 1000K and
its Young’s module is 263.8 GPa*nm. Its Poisson’s ratio
is -0.07.

4.3.2. Pseudo-graphene crystals with
semiconductor electronic band
structure
Earlier predictions of graphyne (also known as
-graphyne [69]) can be found in works done in 1987 [36]
and1998 [93]. Its electronic band structure was analyzed

in 2011 [37]. Its mechanical properties were described in
2013 [68] and 2016 [94]. It is a sp2-sp1 semiconductor with
band gap value of 1.2 eV [36] (0.52 eV [93], 1.32 eV [37]).
Its Young’s modulus is 532.5 GPa [49] (448.53 GPa [94],
525.0±0.6 GPa [68]), Poisson’s ratio is 0.172±0.01 [68] and
shear modulus of 122.7±1.5 GPa [68]. The ultimate tensile
strain is 8.19% [49], and UTS is 48.2 GPa [94].
Based on graphyne, graphdiyne was predicted in
1998 [91,93] and later modelled in 2011 [37]. This is a sp2sp1 pseudo-graphene with band gap value of 1.47 eV
[37] (or 0.53 eV [93]).
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b)

a)

c)

d)

Fig. 11. Pseudo-graphene crystals: a) -graphyne reported in [69] (supergraphene [37],18,18,18-graphyne [36]),
b) -graphyne reported in [69] (12,12,12-graphyne [36]), c) supergraphene reported in [68], d) penta-octa-graphene
reported in [95]. Red rhombs or squares mark the borders of the primitive cells in pseudo-graphene crystal lattice.
a)

b)

c)

Fig. 12. Pseudo-graphene crystals: a) 6,6,14-graphyne reported in [36], b) 6,6,12-graphyne reported in [36], c) 14,14,18graphyne reported in [36]. Red parallelogram or rectangles mark the borders of the primitive cells in pseudo-graphene
crystal lattice.

In 2018, Ref. [46] advanced tetrahexcarbon (also
known as 6-4 squarographene [37]) as a sp2-sp3 semiconductor with band gap value of 3.7 eV and thermal
stability up to 1000 K. In 2019, the same research team
discovered C568-sheet [92] (also known as Me-graphene
[41]). This material is a sp2-sp3 semiconductor with band
gap value of 1.13 eV. It remains stable below 800 K. Its
Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and ultimate tensile
strain are 619.18 GPa, 0.0045, and 11.2%, respectively.

4.3.3. Pseudo-graphene crystals with
semi-metal electronic band
structure
This section presents two pseudo-graphenes from
graphyne group, another two from supergraphene group
and a single groupless material (see Fig. 11).
Both -graphyne[69] (also known as supergraphene
[37] or 18,18,18-graphyne [36]) and -graphyne [69] (also

known as 12,12,12-graphyne [36]), are sp2-sp1 semi-metallic pseudo-graphenes with predicted electronic band
structure. However, their other parameters have not been
found yet. Supergraphene [68 ] first described in 2011 is
a similar sp2-sp1 modification of graphene sheets. For
supergraphene, Young’s modulus is 124.1±1.5 GPa [68]
(84.81 GPa [94]), Poisson’s ratio is 0.454±0.01. UTS and
shear moduli are 5.5 GPa.nm and 19.6±0.6 GPa, respectively.
The last material in chart, penta-octa-graphene[95],
modelled in 2020, is a sp2-sp3 gapless semi-metal with
predicted thermal stability up to 1000 K. Its Poisson’s
ratio is 0.44.

4.3.4. Remaining pseudo-graphene
crystals with mixed hybridization
In Fig. 12, one can see non-sp2 pseudo-graphene crystals with unknown characteristics. This set of non-sp2
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Table 1. Pseudo-graphenes and their characteristics.
Proposed
nomenclature

Used nomenclature
and references

Material property

Bond
hybridization

G3-12v1

cyclicgraphene [68,94]
C312-sheet[37]
C65-sheet[71]
C63-sheet[71]
C31-sheet[71]
C41-sheet[71]
pentaheptite[37,78,83,90]
haeckelite[37, 97]
M-graphene[79]
PGC 5-7B [45]
PeHe-B[80]
-graphene[72]
C48-sheet[37]
T-graphene[70, 85]
octagraphene[80,81,84]
PGC 4-8 [98]
tilene[86]
PO-graphene[82]
PGC 5-8D [45]
flakene[86]
haeckelite-like[37]
C4612-sheet[37]
cyclotrimerizatedgraphyne[36]
liskene[86]
liskene-daughter [86]

metal

sp2

metal
metal
metal
metal
metal[37]
n/a
metal [79]
semimetal [45]
n/a
metal
metall [37]
superconductor(at 20.8K) [85]
semimetal [81]
metal [98]
metal
metal

sp2
sp2
sp2
sp2
sp2

metal
semiconductor
semiconductor

sp2
sp2
sp2

semiconductor
semiconductor
semiconductor
semimetal

sp2
sp2
sp2
sp2

semimetal
semimetal
semimetal
semimetallic
semimetallic
n/a
n/a

sp2
sp2
sp2
sp2
sp2
sp2
sp2

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
metal

sp2
sp2
sp2
sp2
sp2
sp2
sp2
sp2sp1

metal
metal
semiconductor
semiconductor

sp2sp3
sp2sp1
sp1sp2sp3
sp2sp1

G3-6-8v1
G5-6-9v1
G3-9v1
G4-7v1
G5-7v1

G5-6-7v1
G4-8v1

G3-8-16v1
G5-8v1
G3-8-12-24v1
G5-6-8v1
G4-6-12v1
G3-4-10v1
G3-8-14v1
G3-8v1C3-8 [47]
G5-6-7v2
G4-6-10v1
G4-10v1
G4-10v2
G3-9v2C3-9-R [47]
G3-11v1
G4-6-8v1
G5-7v2
G5-6-7v3
G5-6-7v4
G4-6-7v1
G4-7v2
G5-6-8v2
G5-6-8v3
G5-6-8v4
C14v1
C4-6v1
C4-16v1
C15v1
C6-12v1

phagraphene [40,88,89]
PGC 5-7A [45]
S-graphene [87]
C4-10-I [47]
C4-10-II [47]
C3-11 [47]
net-W [87]
pentaheptite v2 [37,90]
PeHe-A [80]
hexagonalhaeckelite [39]
obliquehaeckelite [39]
PGC 7-4-7A [35]
PGC 7-4-7B [35]
PGC 5-8-5A [35]
PGC 5-8-5B [35]
PGC 5-8-5C [35]
C14-sheet [37]
14,14,14-graphyne [36]
squarographene [37]
R-graphyne [73]
pentagraphyne [42]
graphyne [36,37,49,68,93,94]

sp2
sp2

sp2
sp2
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C6-18v1
C5-6-8v1
C5v1
C4-6v2
C30v1
C18v1

C5-8v1
C12-18v1
C6-14v1
C6-14v2
C14-18v1
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-graphyne [69]
graphdiyne [37,91,93]
Me-graphene [41]
C568-sheet [92]
penta-graphene [43,88.99]
squarographene [37]
tetrahexcarbon [46]
supergraphene [68,94]
-graphyne [69]
supergraphene [37,96]
18,18,18-graphyne [36]
penta-octa-graphene [95]
-graphyne [69]
12,12,12-graphyne (12-18) [36]
6,6,14-graphyne [36]
6,6,12-graphyne [36]
14,14,18-graphyne [36]

pseudo-graphenes was only proposed in terms of crystal lattice geometry. As for sp2 materials, neither their
electronic band structure, nor their mechanical characteristics have been analyzed yet.

5. DISCUSSION
One of the most important messages in this review is
the proposed materials classification. The majority of
articles regarding graphene-like carbon allotrope prediction are not standardized; there is no unite database
and nomenclature for the described materials. This leads
to repeated studies on a single material and workload
increase for all the background study that research teams
must do. The proposed materials classification provides
a basis, which can be used in further pseudo-graphene
investigations. Moreover, the classification is also suitable for the analysis of materials different from graphenebased, e.g. MoS2, phosphorene, and other two-dimensional crystals.
Among the materials considered in this review, we
did not find any connection between their electronic
structure, crystal lattice structure, and crystal hybridization.
As for the form-factor, it is clearly seen that there is
no connection between monotonous and non-monotonous lattice structure and hybridization/electronic band
structure.Within each chart section, we can find all types
of material – single ringed, multi-ringed, and those with
hexagonal carbon rings. There is only one exception –
non-sp2 semi-metallic materials, where no two-dimensional crystals with hexagonal carbon rings were reported.
Table 1 summarizes all the materials and their characteristics that were considered in the review. Sections
of the table, shaded in gray, denote pseudo-graphene

semiconductor
semiconductor

sp2sp1
sp2sp3

semiconductor
semiconductor

sp2sp3
sp2sp3

semimetal
semimetal
semimetal
n/a
semimetal
semimetal
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

sp2sp1
sp2sp1

sp2sp3
sp2sp1
sp2sp1
sp2sp1
sp2sp1

crystals, on which several studies were carried out, in
which these crystals had different designations. In the
Table, we introduce a new nomenclature (naming convention) for pseudo-graphenes. In our opinion, the name
for a material should contain the information regarding
the carbon atomic ring types, on which the material is
based on. If a duplicate material is encountered (it has a
similar basis carbon atomic rings), the material should
have a “newer” variation. For example, we propose to
name phagraphene [40] as“G5-6-7v2”, where “G” is for
graphene-like (sp2-hybridization), “5-6-7” is for types
of carbon rings present in the material and “v2” is for
the second variation of such material (the first one is řgraphene [72]). In addition, supergraphene [37,96] can
be named as C18v1, where “C” is for “carbon” (all materials that are not “graphene-like”), “18” is for a single
atomic ring type within the material and “v1” is for the
first variation of this material.
As for future possible applications of the pseudographenes – there is a large variety of options. Several
pseudo-graphene crystals possess high thermal conductivity which makes them good candidates for use in
thermal applications (for example, cooling hardware).
Most of the present materials in this chart have promising properties for use in optoelectronics and electronics.
We have plans to explore the content of the review
in our future work:
- To supplement the currently existing Table with other
low-energy pseudographenes. For this, it is planned to
use the USPEX software package [100], which specializes in predicting the crystal structure from the specified chemical composition.
- Many of the pseudo-graphenes considered in this review have not been studied in sufficient details, i.e. not
all of their physical characteristics have been determined.
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In addition, performing calculations by the same method
in the same software package under the same conditions will make it possible to more correctly compare the
results and avoid inconsistencies in the data that were
found, e.g. for the G4-8v1 or G5-7v1 crystals.
- It is necessary to conduct an analytical study of
graphene-like pseudographenes (with sp2-hybridization)
using the theory of disclinations. Perhaps this will allow
us to clarify relationships between the crystal structure
and the final properties of pseudographenes that we
could not find.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The main purpose of the review was to advance a novel
pseudo-graphene classification and to list various patterns within this classification. In the review, 47 materials from various sources were described. Among them,
6 materials were investigated in parallel by independent
research teams, while others were discovered once in
single publications. According to this materials set, we
proposed a classification that we think is the best fitting
for the area of research. With given classification, we
created the chart splitting materials into classification
categories.
Based on the result we got, the materials distribution among the proposed classification is roughly equal
– we have a rich variety of materials, starting from sp2hybridized metallic materials to non-sp2 semi-metallic
pseudo-graphenes.
Although all the discussed pseudo-graphene materials have not been synthesized yet, we hope that this
will change in the future. With further synthesis of these
proposed materials researchers will be able to compare
the materials actual parameters against calculation models and thus, improve this modelsto a higher precision
and result quality.
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